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A B S T R A C T

The Class Responsibility Assignment (CRA) problem is one of the most
important problems in Object-Oriented Software Engineering. It is a
Search-based optimization problem to assign attributes and methods to a
set of classes such that the related class diagram has maximum cohesion
and minimum coupling. Due to the large and complex search space of the
problem, finding an optimal solution is a costly and challenging task. In
this regard, the use of optimization approaches can be promising. In this
paper, the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Ant Colony Optimization
(ACO) algorithms are implemented using Model-Driven Engineering (MDE)
techniques for solving the CRA problem. To evaluate the proposed approach,
the effectiveness of provided algorithms is presented using models with
different scales. Additionally, the results are compared with existing solutions
for the CRA problem in the community. The results indicated that for
large-scale models the ACO algorithm could find a much better solution in
less time compared to the PSO algorithm.

c© Research Article, 2020 JComSec. All rights reserved.

1 Introduction

Modeling plays an important role in all aspects of
engineering and especially in software engineering.
Model-Driven Software Engineering (MDSE) is a
revolutionary paradigm, which uses models as a pri-
mary artifact for software development. In this way,
the software engineer usually models the structure
of the software system by using a class diagram and
provides the actual implementation of the system by
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using different model-to-model and model-to-text
transformations [1].

The quality of the designed diagram in the model-
ing phase has a direct effect on the quality of the final
system. One of the main principles in object-oriented
software engineering is that high cohesion and low
coupling between classes make a better-designed di-
agram and eventually better code is generated that is
easier to maintain. In this regard, the Class Respon-
sibility Assignment (CRA) problem is a common
problem in object-oriented software engineering. It
is an optimization problem for assigning attributes
and methods to the classes in a way that classes
have the highest cohesion and the lowest coupling.
In this case study, cohesion is the internal consis-
tency of a diagram, and coupling demonstrates the
independency of each class. A model consisting of

https://dx.doi.org/10.22108/jcs.2021.125010.1057
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attributes, methods, and dependencies among them
is the input to this case study [2].

For solving the problem, many researchers used
search-based software engineering (SBSE) in past
years. SBSE is one of the most important areas of soft-
ware engineering, which provides (semi-)automatic
optimal solutions for complex search space prob-
lems. Different algorithms such as simulated anneal-
ing, Genetic Algorithm (GA), and hill-climbing have
been used to solve optimization problems [3].

In this research, the CRA problem in model-driven
engineering (MDE) context is solved using the Par-
ticle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) algorithms. Since the problem
was defined in the MDE context, we should imple-
ment our approach in a way that is compatible with
the MDE context. So we used model transformations
to implement our selected search-based algorithms
(PSO and ACO). The algorithms are modeled by us-
ing ATL transformation rules, and finally the effec-
tiveness of the algorithms in solving the optimization
problem is evaluated with models in different sizes.

According to MDSE principles, in MDE ”every-
thing is a model” [4]. So model transformations
are also models that could be executed and apply
changes in a model to transform it from one state
to another. In this research, we have a source model
which is a model with the structure of methods, at-
tributes, and the relation between them, which is
called Responsibilities Dependency Graph (RDG),
and a target model which is an optimal class dia-
gram. Some steps are needed to create the target
model. These steps are equal to the steps of our cho-
sen heuristic algorithms (ACO and PSO) that are im-
plemented as some model transformation rules. In
other words, the only way for transforming a source
model to the target model in our case is using model
transformation rules. Briefly, the main contributions
of this paper are:

• Modeling and implementing ACO and PSO
algorithms with the ATL model transformation
language

• Presenting a general reusable framework to find
an optimal output for CRA problem using the
ACO algorithm
• Presenting a general reusable framework to find

an optimal output for CRA problem using the
PSO algorithm

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 presents an overview of the back-
ground concepts. Section 3 introduces the CRA prob-
lem and details of the proposed processes in this
research for solving the problem. In Sections 4 and 5,

the related work and evaluation of the research are
explained. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and
presents future works.

2 Background

This section introduces the background concepts of
this research. Firstly, Section 2.1 introduces SBSE in
MDE. Section 2.2 explains the meta-heuristic algo-
rithms used in this study, i.e. PSO and ACO; and
in Section 2.3 the structure of ATL transformation
language will be presented.

2.1 Search-Based Software Engineering in MDE

SBSE enables (semi-)automatic optimal solution to
the complex search space problems, by applying dif-
ferent types of algorithms, such as meta-heuristic
algorithms. The problem can occur in several parts
of software development, such as transformation,
evaluation, analysis, and model testing. Although
there are not any certain algorithms producing opti-
mal solutions, there are some practical techniques
for increasing the quality of such problems [2]; Par-
ticularly, SBSE is applied in the context of MDE for
model transformation. The model transformation
aims to create the target model from the input model
using different types of rules; however, there is no
universal solution for model transformation prob-
lems since most of the approaches for solving these
kinds of problems are related to the source and tar-
get meta-models [5].

Optimization methods can be used to solve com-
plex problems with infinite search space. The main
goal of using SBSE in MDE is consolidating search
methods with model-driven techniques [6]. In the
following, two meta-heuristic algorithms, including
PSO and ACO, are introduced to solve the CRA
problem by using MDE techniques.

2.2 Population-Based Meta-Heuristic Algo-
rithms

Meta-heuristic algorithms are an ingenious way
that is capable of searching for the solution space
and finding high-quality solutions. Population-based
meta-heuristic algorithms contain many mutual con-
cepts. These algorithms can be defined as a repeti-
tive process in a population (group) of answers. In
such algorithms, the initial population is created
first. Afterward, the new group of answers is se-
lected through various methods and will be merged
with the current population. The periodical search
is stopped when the termination condition is ful-
filled [7].

Swarm Intelligence algorithms are a type of
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population-based algorithms that have taken inspi-
ration from natural behaviors of species such as
ants, bees, and birds. One of the most important
characteristics of these algorithms is indirect coordi-
nation among different parts of the algorithm. Ant
colony, bee colony, and particle swarm optimization
meta-heuristic algorithms are the most successful
swarm intelligence algorithms [8]. In this research,
PSO and ACO algorithms have been applied to
tackle the challenges of the CRA problem.

2.2.1 Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) Algo-
rithm

PSO is one of the population-based meta-heuristic
algorithms, which is inspired by swarm intelligence
and is based on the social behavior of birds. This
algorithm was introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart
in 1995, based on the behavior of crowd particles
like groups of crows. In a group of crows, one of
the crows is the group leader and has the best posi-
tion, while the rest of the crows try to stay as close
as possible to the leader with respect to their neigh-
boring crow’s positions. If during this, a crow can
get close to the leader’s position relative to other
crows, it is appointed as the leader of the group [9].
A swarm of particles is distributed in the search
environment. Some particles will obtain a better po-
sition than the others. Thus, based on crowd par-
ticle behaviors, other particles try to get closer to
the better-positioned particles. At the same time, the
positions of the better particles are also constantly
changing [10]. In this method, changing the positions
of the particles are based on the particles’ experience
in earlier movements and its neighboring particles.
Each particle is aware of its priority compared to
other particles and the group [9].

To explain PSO, we consider a union of N particles
flying in D-dimensional space. Each particle i is a can-
didate solution for the problem and is represented
by the vector xi in the search space. Each particle has
a specific position and velocity that represents its
direction and velocity of flight in a D-dimensional
search space represented by d index in the following
equations. Particles’ success during the flight affects
the behavior of other particles. Each particle changes
its position xi constantly to move toward optimized
solutions using the following factors [7].

• The best position observed by the particle
itself (pbesti) which is represented as pi =
(pi1, pi2, ..., pid)
• The best position observed by the whole pop-

ulation (gbesti) which is represented by pg =
(pg1, pg2, ..., pgd)

The vector (pg − xi) gives the difference between

the current position of the particle i and the best po-
sition in the neighborhood. A neighborhood must
be defined for every single particle. This neighbor-
hood represents the collective effect of the particles.
A method for defining the neighborhood is called
gbest.

A leader is selected to guide the particles’ search
toward better positions in the search space. In each
iteration, each particle will perform the following
operations [7]:

• Updating the velocity: the velocity for each par-
ticle at time t is defined as follows:

vi(t) = vi(t−1)+ρ1c1(pi−xi(t−1))+ρ2c2(pg−xi(t−1))
(1)

Where ρ1 and ρ2 are two random variables
on the interval [0, 1] and constants c1 and c2
represent learning factors. These constants show
the attraction of each particle towards itself or its
neighbor’s positions. c1 is the cognitive learning
factor that represents each particle’s attraction
towards its position. c2 is the social learning
factor and shows the level of attraction of each
particle towards its neighbor’s positions.
• Updating the position: Each particle updates its

position along with itselfs direction in the space:

xi(t) = xi(t − 1) + vi(t) (2)

• Updating the particle’s best-known position:
Each particle updates its best-known position if
the current position xi was better than the pbesti
then pi = xi.

• Updating the swarm’s best-known position: The
best position found in the population is updated
if at least the current position of one particle
was better than the gbest then gi = xi.

Therefore, in each iteration, each particle changes
its position concerning the experience of neighboring
particles and itself.

2.2.2 Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) Algorithm

ACO is one of the optimization algorithms and has
taken inspiration from the way ants work to obtain
food. This algorithm was presented for the first
time by Dorigo et al. [12] as a solution for hard
optimization problems.

The behavior of ants for finding food is shown in
Figure 1. They follow the shortest path from their
nest to the food as groups. The experiments on ants
show that despite existing multiple paths with dif-
ferent lengths, ants follow the shortest one after a
little inconsistency (a few minutes), and this ratio
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Figure 1. Ant Behavior in Goss Experiment [11].

increases with the increase of length differences [13].
Ants release a chemical substance called pheromone
in the followed paths, and when they reach a cross-
road, they choose a path based on the pheromone
rate. Therefore, the probability of rechoosing the se-
lected path is high. The repetition of this action will
result in the accumulation of higher rates of this
chemical on the shortest path. As a result, the men-
tioned path will be selected most often. This simple
idea is used to finding an appropriate solution for
hard optimization problems.

It is possible that ants do not choose the shortest
path in the first step; Therefore, the concept of evap-
oration is needed. As a result, the pheromone gets
gradually evaporated, and the ants are prevented
from choosing the wrong path.

Listing 1 shows the general ant colony algorithm.
In the initialization step, parameters including initial
pheromone quantity are regulated.

Listing 1: Generic Algorithm of ACO.
Initialize including the pheromone trails and

evaporation rate

Repeat

FOR each ant Do

Solution construction using pheromone trails

Evaporation

Reinforcement

Until stopping criteria

OUTPUT: Best solution found or a set of solutions

In each step, the ant chooses a path based on the
pheromone level and heuristic information. For ex-
ample, in the traveling salesman problem, the dis-
tance between cities can be considered to be heuris-
tic information. The following formula shows the
probability of moving from state i to j. S is the sym-
bol of untraversed states in the current iteration.
Furthermore, α and β are positive real parameters
whose value determine the relative importance of

pheromone versus heuristic information.

Pi j =
(τi j)α(ηi j)β∑
(τi j)α(ηi j)β

i ∈ [1,N], j ∈ S (3)

After the ants travel a path and find a solution,
the level of pheromone in that path is updated in
two steps. First, the level of pheromone in the path
is updated based on the quality of the traveled path,
and then the level of the pheromone will be reduced
by a constant called evaporation rate. The following
equations represent the functions of pheromone’s
updating. ∆ is the amount of released pheromone by
an ant in each iteration, and τi j represents the cur-
rent amount of pheromone. The evaporation step is
expressed in Equation (5) where ρ shows the evapo-
ration rate, which is regulated in the initialization
step.

τi j = τi j + ∆ (4)

τi j = (1 − ρ)τi j (5)

2.3 The ATL Transformation Language

MDSE is an approach to cope with the complexity of
software development by increasing the abstraction
level of the studied system. Model Transformation,
the heart and soul of MDSE, being used to transform
one or more input model(s) to one or more output
model(s) in-order to generates the final system auto-
matically [1].

A transformation definition is a set of transfor-
mation rules that describe how a source model can
be transformed into the target model. The source
and target models conform to the same or different
meta-models (AKA modeling languages in MDSE).
A transformation rule is a description of how one
or more constructs in the source meta-model can
be transformed into one or more constructs in the
target meta-model [14].

ATL is one of the commonly used languages for
model transformation, which follows the declarative
style for performing the transformations. In the de-
scriptive condition, model transformation is based
on certain rules, each of which identifies a set of
elements of the model. The imperative structure in
ATL is defined in different parts of the transforma-
tion specification. An instruction block can be added
to describe rules for assigning values to the target
model. ATL is compatible with every device that has
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Figure 2. Class Diagram Meta-Model [5].

an ATL transformation engine. Eclipse 1 is an inte-
grated development environment with ATL plug-in
availability option. The Source and Target models in
ATL can be expressed in XMI 2 format, and source
and target meta-models can be expressed in XMI or
KM3 3 formats [15].

Listing 2 is a simple example of ATL model trans-
formation. In this transformation, the input model
IN which conforms to the meta-model MM-IN trans-
forms to the output model OUT which conforms
to the meta-model MM-OUT. Rule1 transforms the
input model to the output model. In this Rule, each
element of Type1 in the input model that has the
cond1, transforms to a similar element in the output
model. The Prop’s property of the input’s element
copies to the corresponding Prop’s element in the
output model.

Listing 2: A Simple Example of Transformation in
ATL.
module moduleName;

create OUT: MM-OUT from IN: MM-IN;

rule Rule1{

from

V1: MM-IN!Type1(cond1)

to

V2: MM-OUT!Type1(

Prop <- V1.prop

)

}

3 The CRA Problem in Model-Driven
Engineering and Its Presented Solu-
tions

The CRA case study was introduced in the 9th Trans-
formation Tool Contest (TTC 2016). In this case study,
the structure of methods, attributes, and the rela-

1 https://eclipse.org/
2 XML Metadata Interchange
3 Kernel Meta Meta-Model

tion between them, which is called Responsibilities
Dependency Graph (RDG) are provided. The main
goal of the presented case study is to transform the
Responsibilities Dependency Graph to a class dia-
gram with the highest cohesion rate and the lowest
coupling rate. This transformation is considered to
be an endogenous transformation as both the source
and the target models are instances of the same meta-
model [5].

Figure 2 presents the class diagram meta-model.
The Responsibilities Dependency Graph is a sub-
set of this meta-model, which contains several
attributes, methods, and relationships among them.
The Responsibilities Dependency Graph will be
transformed into a class diagram by placing these
attributes and methods inside an entity. The entity
and its relations have been represented with green
color in Figure 2 [5].

The main challenge, in this case, is to study the
proper implementation of the transformation rules
and create a qualitative class diagram. A class dia-
gram with the correct number of classes is selected,
and the appropriate attributes are assigned to the
appropriate classes. Creating proper coordinations
among transformation rules is also needed too. The
presented issue is a very complex task and creates a
very large search space. Output class diagram must
have some properties [5]:

• All features of the input model must be encap-
sulated in a class.

• The output diagram should have no empty
classes.

As mentioned earlier, the CRA case study is an
optimization problem with two main objective func-
tions: minimizing the coupling rate and maximizing
the cohesion rate. This means that CRA is a multi-
objective optimization problem. The quality of the
produced class diagram is based on CRA-Index. This
CRA-Index formulates cohesion and coupling rate

https://eclipse.org/
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in addition to the relationship between them. By
maximizing these criteria, the quality of the class
diagram will reach its highest level. Equation (6)
shows the CRA-Index formula [5].

CRAIndex = CohesionRate − CouplingRate (6)

CohesionRatio =
∑

ci∈Classes

MAI (ci, ci)
|M (ci)| × |A (ci)|

+
MMI (ci, ci)

|M (ci)| × |M (ci) − 1|

(7)

CouplingRatio=
∑

ci ,c j∈Classes

MAI
(
ci, c j

)
|M (ci)| ×

∣∣∣∣A (
c j
)∣∣∣∣+

MMI
(
ci, c j

)
|M (ci)| ×

∣∣∣∣M (
c j
)
− 1

∣∣∣∣
(8)

MMI
(
ci, c j

)
=

∑
mi∈M(ci)
mj∈M

(
cj

)
DMM

(
mi,m j

)
(9)

MAI
(
ci, c j

)
=

∑
mi∈M(ci)
aj∈A

(
cj

)
DMA

(
mi, a j

)
(10)

DMA
(
mi, a j

)
=

 1 if there is a dependency between method mi and attribute a j

0 otherwise

(11)

DMM
(
mi,m j

)
=

 1 if there is a dependency between method miand m j

0 otherwise

(12)

3.1 A Running Example for the CRA Case Study

For a better understanding of the problem, a running
example is presented in this section. As mentioned,
the RDG model is the input model in this case study.
The main goal is finding an optimal output model in
a class diagram form. Minimizing the coupling and
maximizing the cohesion are the objectives. Figure 3
represents an example of the CRA case study.

Figure 3a is the RDG input model. The input
model shows attributes, methods, and the relations
among them. None of these attributes and methods
belong to any classes. As a result, the purpose of
this case study is to allocate all of these attributes
and methods to the classes of a class diagram with
the highest Ratio of the CRA-Index objective.

Figure 3b is the output class diagram. All of the at-
tributes and methods are encapsulated in the classes
of a class diagram in a way that the CRA-Index max-
imizes. Figure 3c shows the CRA-Index calculations
based on Equation (6).

(a) RDG Input Model.

(b) Class Diagram Output Model.

(c) Calculating the CRA-Index for the Output Model B.

Figure 3. Example of the CRA Case Study [5].

Briefly, the example shows how the ordering of
the attributes and the methods can optimize the
CRA-Index Rate. In this paper, we solve the CRA
problem by using PSO and ACO algorithms. To
do this in the MDE context, we implement those
algorithms by model transformations. Sections 3.2
and 3.3 show how the CRA problem solved using
PSO and ACO algorithms implemented via MDE
approaches. Additionally, the source code of the
presented solutions are located in GitHub 4 .

4 https://github.com/Ariyanic/CRA.git

https://github.com/Ariyanic/CRA.git
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3.2 Solving CRA Problem Using PSO Algorithm

In the following section, a model-driven approach for
solving the CRA problem using the PSO algorithm
is presented.

As mentioned in the previous section, in the PSO
algorithm, an initial population will be created in the
first step. Each particle in this population is search-
ing for the optimal point in the search space; thus,
the particles are moving with an initial velocity [16].
The velocity of each particle i at each moment t is
determined by Equation (1). For choosing proper val-
ues for the parameters that are used in Equation (1),
the following concepts are considered:

• Exploration: The ability for finding the opti-
mized global solution

• Exploitation: The ability for finding the opti-
mized local solution

Constants c1 and c2 can be initialized in an inter-
val of [0-2]. If these constants increase, exploration
will increase, but whatever the constants get lower,
exploitation will increase. To find an optimized so-
lution, both of the following concepts are needed.
As a result, the following initializations are chosen
to reach the optimized solution:

ρ1 = 1 c1 = 1 ρ2 = 1 c2 = 1

Following that, the new position of each particle
is obtained by Equation (2).

Figure 4 shows the PSO algorithm process for solv-
ing the CRA problem. As shown in this figure, first
of all, an initial population is generated from the
source model. The source model contains several
attributes and methods with dependencies between
them. These features do not belong to any classes.
Using randomPop transformation, each feature is en-
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Figure 5. The Particle Meta-Model.

capsulated by a class randomly, and in this way, the
initial population is generated. In other words, each
particle in the population is a random assignment
of the features into the classes (as the same Chro-
mosome in Genetic algorithm [17]). Figure 5 shows
the structure of a particle in our proposed approach
and listing 5 (in appx. A.1) shows randomPop trans-
formation rules.

After generating the initial population, the CRA-
Index criteria [5] of each particle is measured, and
the particle with the greatest CRA-Index is marked
as the gBest of the swarm in that iteration. Addition-
ally, as mentioned earlier, pBesti(t) will be the best
position (the greatest CRA-Index) of particle(i) until
iteration(t). For the first iteration, pBest of each par-
ticle will be itself, and for the other iterations, it will
be the position of the particle that has the greatest
CRA-Index until that iteration.

In the PSO algorithm, a velocity vector is used
for updating the position of each particle in each
iteration. The vector contains several points that
make the new position of each particle. In other
words, a vector model should conform to a meta-
model, as shown in Figure 6.

According to the meta-model, each vector contains
1 to n points, in which n is the number of features
in the source model. Each point has two Integer
numbers, X, and Y. X is equal to the id of features
in a particle, and Y is equal to the id of classes that
corresponding feature should be encapsulated by it.

In each iteration of the PSO algorithm, a veloc-
ity vector is generated for each particle (according
to Equation (1)). This is done by the randomVector
transformation rule (listing 3).

The testRand() method generates an Integer num-
ber between 1 to n, which n is the number of fea-
tures in a particle. According to Equation (1), for
calculating the difference between two particles, i.e.
pi − xi(t − 1) or pg − xi(t − 1) a transformation rule is

Figure 6. The Velocity Vector Meta-Model.

written as shown in listing 4.

Listing 3: randomVector Transformation Rules.
-- @atlcompiler emftvm

module randomvector;

create OUT1 : velocityVector from IN: particleCRA ;

helper def : fSize : Integer = particleCRA!Feature.

allInstances().size() ;

helper def : testRand(i : Integer) : Integer =

let rnd : "#native"!"java::util::Random" = "#native"!"

java::util::Random".newInstance() in rnd.nextInt(i

) + 1;

rule randomVector{

from

ft : particleCRA!Feature

to

p: velocityVector!Point(

X <- ft.id ,

Y <- thisModule.testRand(thisModule.fSize)

)

}

Listing 4: Calculating Differences Between Two Par-
ticles.
-- @atlcompiler emftvm

module computeVelocity;

create OUT: velocityVector from IN1: particleCRA, IN2:

particleCRA ;

rule particle2Velocity{

from

ft1 : particleCRA!Feature in IN1, ft2: particleCRA!

Feature in IN2

(ft1.id=ft2.id and ft1.classname<>ft2.classname)

to

p: velocityVector!Point(

X <- ft2.id ,

Y <- ft2.classname.substring(6, ft2.classname.

length()).toInteger()

)

}

The transformation rule compares features of two
particles peer to peer and saves the features of the
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better particle that are not the same as the other
one into a Vector model. In this case, the result of
pi − xi(t− 1) will be saved into a vector named vpbest
and the result of pg − xi(t − 1) will be saved into
another vector named vgbest. The process is done for
all particles of the current population except gBest,
because gBest is the swarm’s best-known position
that all other particles should move towards it. In
other words, a particle should move towards another
only if the target particle was better particle. In the
case of gBest, there was no particle better than it, in
the current population. Therefore, gBest should be
motionless, and other particles move towards it.

The next step is that vi(t), vpbest, and vgbest con-
catenate to each other to make vi(t + 1) (i.e. velocity
vector of particle i at time t). This is done by a trans-
formation module (listing 6 in appx. A.1) that gets
two vector model and concatenates them into a new
vector. The transformation module calls two times
in a Java file: first, vpbest and vgbest concatenate to
each other and then the result concatenate with vi(t)
(the vector obtained from transformation rule in list-
ing 3).

After generating vi(t+1), the velocity vector should
be applied to the current population to move them
to the new positions (Equation (2)). This is done by
updateParticle transformation module (listing 7 in
appx. A.1).

As shown in listing 7, in newClassID helper, if there
was at least one point in input velocity vector (vi(t+1)
in Equation (2)) that its X was equal to one of the
feature’s id in input particle (xi(t) in Equation (2)),
then the point that was belonged to vgbest (the last
point with the related X) is selected for changing the
position of the input particle and generating new
particles with new positions.

After generating new particles, the pbest is mea-
sured for each member of the population, and the
process is repeated until satisfying the termination
condition (the specified number of iterations). Fi-
nally, the last obtained gBest will be the output of
the algorithm that is a near-optimal solution.

3.3 Solving CRA Problem Using ACO Algorithm

In this section, a model-driven approach for solv-
ing the CRA problem using the ACO algorithm is
presented. Figure 7 shows the proposed process. As
other population-based meta-heuristics algorithms,
the ACO algorithm consists of three main steps that
will be described in future subsections.

(1) Initialization
(2) Population Generation
(3) Iterations

State 
i,j

A1 A2 A3 M1 M2

Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Class 4

Class 5

Figure 8. Modeling the Search Space for the CRA Problem.

Figure 9. The Path Meta-Model.

3.3.1 Initialization

In the Initialization step, the prerequisites for the
implementation of the algorithm must be provided.
Among these prerequisites is the generation of a
search space that should be provided as input to
each ant. For this purpose, corresponding to each
feature in the class model, an empty class is created,
and then each feature is assigned to all the existing
classes.

In the ACO algorithm, each ant should traverse
a path. As shown in Figure 8, in each step, an ant
selects only one state that is an assignment of a
feature to a class. When the path is complete, a
solution is achieved that must be evaluated.

Therefore, in the ACO algorithm, each solution
model is a path traversed by an ant and conforms
to a meta-model, as shown in Figure 9. Indeed the
Particle (Chromosome [17]) meta-model is reused
for the ACO algorithm.

In listing 8 (in appx. A.2), each feature in the input
model is copied, and an empty class is created in the
output model. Then, in listing 9 (in appx. A.2), each
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feature is assigned to all existing classes to create a
search space model that conforms to the Path meta-
model.

3.3.2 Population Generation

In the population generation step, a specific number
of ants are generated, and then in the Iteration step,
each ant must follow a path and help the other ants
to find the optimal path based on the amount of
pheromone released in each iteration.

3.3.3 Iterations

In the first iteration, each ant follows a com-
pletely random path. Therefore in each step, they
choose only one of the forward states and releases
pheromone on it as τ0 = 1. At the end of the path,
the CRA-Index of the traveled path is calculated
and stores as a parameter ηi j on each state. This is
done by transformation rules as shown in listings 10
and 11 (in appx. A.2).

In listing 10, each feature of the input model is
assigned to a random class. updateSearchSpace trans-
formation rules (listing 11) create a new search space
in which the traversed path is copied, and other fea-
tures are copied from the former search space. Thus,
the pheromone value (τ) is updated in the search
space for the next iteration.

In the second iteration onwards, each ant calcu-
lates the following probability (according to Equa-
tion (3)) at each step and selects the state that has
the most probability value as the next state. It is
necessary to mention that we involve both heuristic
function and pheromone rate equally for calculating
P in Equation (13) to reach the optimized solution.
Therefore, the parameters are set as follows:

α = 1 β = 1 τ0 = 1

Pi j =
(τi j)α(ηi j)β∑

j∈Rooti
(τi j)α(ηi j)β

(13)

To calculate the above probability, it is necessary
to place each column of Search Space (Figure 8)
into a separate cluster (Rooti) and then calculate the
probability p for all the states in each Root. This
is done by createRoletteWheel transformation rules
(listing 12 in appx. A.2). The output model conforms
to the RoleteWheel meta-model (Figure 10).

Finally, based on the roulette wheel mechanism,
the state with the highest p is selected as the next
state along the ant’s trajectory. This is done by runAnt
transformation rules (listing 13 in appx. A.2). These
rules select the feature with the highest p value from

Figure 10. The RoleteWheel Meta-Model.

each Root and form a new path (solution) model.
Then, the CRA-Index of the path is calculated using
Java code. If this value was greater than the CRA-
Index of the previous path that ant is traversed, then
this value is stored as a parameter ηi j on the newly
traversed states, and the pheromone value on each
state is updated according to Equation (4). In the
case of the CRA problem, ∆ is calculated as follows,
where Q is the coefficient of the CRA-Index effect,
which is regulated in the initialization step. In this
case, we set it to 2.

∆ = Q ∗ CRAIndex (14)

Then some of that pheromone evaporates based on
the evaporation rate ρ in Equation (5). Through try
and error experiments, we found that it is better to
set it to 0.1. Finally, the search space is updated using
the updateSearchSpace transformation rules. If the new
CRA-Index path was smaller than the previous CRA-
Index path, the previous path would be selected as
the ant choice.

It is necessary to mention that since the search
space model is a shared space between ants, it cannot
be given in parallel to all ants. Instead, each ant must
affect the search space updated by the previous ants.

4 Related Work

In this section, the researches that solved the CRA
problem using meta-heuristics algorithms and MDE
approaches are introduced.

Faridmoayer et al. [17] presented a model-driven
process based on the genetic algorithm for selecting
an optimal result from the possible output models.
The process is applied to the CRA case study at a
high level of abstraction and is applicable to similar
searched-based problems with slight changes.

Lano et al. [18] combined search-based optimiza-
tion with endogenous transformation for solving
the CRA problem using the UML-RSDS transforma-
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tion tool. In this work, the simplification operations
are first applied to the input data, and as a result,
the empty classes are removed. After the refactor-
ing phase, the genetic algorithm is applied to the
data for finding the ones that are most relevant to
each other and then puts them in the class. In this
solution, patterns can be used for pre-processing
or post-processing of data. However, the output ob-
tained in this solution is not optimized and has a
high execution time compared to other methods.

Nagy et al. [19] used the VIATRA-DSE framework
and the NSGA algorithm to solve the CRA problem.
VIATRA-DSE is a rule-based framework that classi-
fies candidate output models according to different
goals and criteria using graph rules and selects the
best candidate. However, the results indicate that
this solution is locally optimized and has low effi-
ciency.

In [20], a solution based on the two languages of
ATL and Java is developed. This method provided
an automated solution using the Simulated Anneal-
ing algorithm. The ATL language is used to generate
new diagrams. In this approach, the codes written
in ATL and Java are very clear and understandable.
However, the results are locally optimized and han-
dling large models are not efficient and do not pro-
vide acceptable CRA-Index.

A tool called MDEOptimiser is introduced in [21]
to solve the CRA problem. The framework used a
graph-based transformation language called Hen-
shin by implementing the genetic algorithm. How-
ever, the provided tool is not able to get constraints
in OCL format, and there is the possibility of local
optimization in this solution.

Fleck et al. [22] presented a tool, called MoMoT,
to solve the CRA problem. MoMot can find opti-
mal solutions by considering specific criteria to find
models with the highest CRA-index by using the NS-
GAIII algorithm. MoMot is an open-source plug-in
that is made of two frameworks called Henshin and
MOEA (an open-source library of meta-heuristics
algorithms).

John et al. [23] compare two encoding approaches
for searching the optimal models systematically. The
first one is a model-based encoding that represents
candidate solutions as models, and the second is
a rule-based encoding that represents them as a
sequence of transformation rules applications. For
this purpose MoMoT [22] and MDEOptimizer [24]
are considered which follow the rule-based and the
model-based approaches, respectively. They evaluate
both approaches on a common set of optimization
problems, including the CRA.

Table 1. Input Data [5].

Input Model A B C D E

Attributes 5 10 20 40 80

Methods 4 8 15 40 80

Data
Dependency

8 15 50 150 300

Functional
Dependency

6 15 50 150 300

Born et al. [25] attempted to solve the CRA prob-
lem using the Henshin language and genetic algo-
rithm. Henshin is a graph-based transformation lan-
guage. Unlike other traditional optimization meth-
ods such as the hill-climbing algorithm, the genetic
algorithm can implement optimization in parallel on
the whole population (all models in search space).
The provided solution is locally optimized with low
efficiency for large-scale models.

The CRA problem is solved by Krikava [26] using
the SIGMA tool. SIGMA is a domain-specific lan-
guage and an API for checking model consistency
and model transformation. This solution is based on
a multi-objective genetic algorithm. The disadvan-
tage of this approach is its low-efficiency to work
with large-scale input models.

5 Evaluation

In this section, first, the proposed solutions are eval-
uated, and then the results are compared with the
related works. The following criteria are considered
for evaluation is this research [5]:

• Performance: By measuring execution time in
different cases, the performance of the solutions
could be evaluated. The time spending on read-
ing the input and writing the output model
would be disregarded.
• Optimality: This criterion is evaluated according

to the CRA-Index. The higher the CRA-Index
of a produced model, the higher its quality will
be. This criterion can be calculated by using
cohesion and coupling.

Five models with different sizes are defined with
names A, B, C, D, and E. Models are in the form of
a responsibility dependency graph, and their format
is in XML [5]. Input models are made of some at-
tributes, methods, and dependencies among them;
however, these methods and attributes do not belong
to any classes. Table 1, depicts input data in brief.

The concepts depicted in Table 1 are summarized
as follows [5]:

• Attributes: Attributes are used to store concrete
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data values. When used in an object-oriented
language, all attributes of an object with their
associated values represent the current state of
the object. Changes of that state are typically
executed through methods calls.

• Methods: A method is used to describe a piece
of executable behavior relating to a certain func-
tionality.

• Data Dependency: A data dependency repre-
sents a uni-directional relation from one method
to an attribute, for example, a read or write ac-
cess.

• Functional Dependency: A functional depen-
dency represents a uni-directional relation from
one method to another method, for example, a
method call.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Since the process of implementing the optimization
algorithms is random, repeatability, and reliability
of results are important. Therefore, we run the al-
gorithms over 30 times for each input model and
record the best and median values as the results.
This allows us to easily compare the optimality and
performance of two algorithms. The generated re-
sults showed that all output models are accurate
and complete. All executions are done on a system
with a 3.00 GHz processor and 32 Gigabyte of RAM.

5.2 Termination Condition

The runs were continued until one of the following
conditions were reached:

• The sequence of solutions converges (i.e., no
improvement obtained for 300 evolutions to
guarantee a good level of convergence). In such
a situation, we record the first time that the
relevant CRA-Index is obtained as the execution
time.

• A timeout termination condition was reached
that we considered it on 15 minutes.

Table 2. Median and Best Results of the PSO Algorithm Over
30 Runs.

Output from A B C D E

CRA-Index
(best)

3.0 2.166 -7.875 -58.112 -155.545

CRA-Index
(median)

3.0 1.1545 -10.404 -65.452 -174.405

Time in
seconds

(median)
44 409.099 519.504 515.5 536.5

Table 3. Median and Best Results of the ACO Algorithm Over
30 Runs.

Output from A B C D E

CRA-Index
(best)

1.0 0.279 0.768 0.435 6.856

CRA-Index
(median)

-0.652 -1.053 -0.451 0.015 0.041

Time in
seconds

(median)
1.267 1.512 2.498 7.807 43.124

5.3 Results

Tables 2 and 3 presents the results of the evaluation
of the PSO and ACO algorithms according to the
CRA-Index and Execution time. From input A to
input E, the number of attributes, methods, and
dependencies is increasing, and also the diversity of
models makes the evaluation more precise.

The results indicate that for small input models
like A, PSO can produce better outputs, because PSO
can create more random states. As a result, in small
search spaces, peak (the best output model) can be
found easier.

Moreover, the results indicate that for large mod-
els, ACO can produce better output models than
PSO, because as mentioned in Section 3.3, in the
ACO algorithm, each ant calculates P (Equation (13))
at each step and selects the state that has the most P
value as the next state. Since the P value depends on
the value of CRA-Index, in each iteration, a better
path with a higher CRA-Index is achieved until the
last iteration. In the PSO algorithm, as mentioned in
Section 3.2, the best particle always moves randomly
based on the velocity itself (generated by randomVec-
tor transformation module) and the other particles
move towards it. Therefore the optimal position is
achieved later compared to the ACO algorithms. In
other words, producing solutions with PSO will con-
verge later compared with ACO.

Figures 11 and 12 show box plots for the CRA-
Index of the generated solutions for each input
model. In Figure 11, for the PSO algorithm, the in-
put models A and B are solved consistently, with
a CRA-Index 3 and 1.154, respectively. While for
the input model C, most of the runs return a solu-
tion with a CRA-Index around -10.404. On the other
hand, for large input models like D and E, the CRA-
Index is approximately about -65.452 and -174.405
individually.

Also, as shown in Figure 12, for the ACO algo-
rithm and the input models A to C, the results are
pretty varied. It can be derived from this figure that,
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Figure 11. Values of the CRA-Index for the PSO Algorithm Over
30 Runs.

Figure 12. Values of the CRA-Index for the ACO Algorithm
Over 30 Runs.

for the ACO algorithm, CRA-Index for two input
models A and B, is -0.652 and -1.053, respectively.
Additionally, for input model C, CRA-Index is about
-0.451. However, for the large input models D and E,
the CRA-Index is 0.015 and 0.041, which are better
than the results of large models in the PSO algorithm
due to the mentioned features of both algorithms.

Figures 13 and 14 show execution times of the dif-
ferent runs in seconds. Figure 13 depicted the time ex-
ecution of the PSO algorithm. Execution time greatly
varies for B to E input models because, solutions
that are produced by the PSO algorithm converge
later than the ACO ones, as mentioned before. As
a result, the second termination condition (timeout
condition) is chosen. For the smallest input model, A,
a solution can be found in 44 seconds, while larger
input models B, C, D, E, F take 409.9, 519.50, 515.5,
536.5 and 404.91 seconds to be solved, respectively.

Figure 13. Execution Times of the Design Space Exploration for
PSO Algorithm Over 30 Runs.

Figure 14. Execution Times of the Design Space Exploration for
the ACO Algorithm Over 30 Runs.

Also, Figure 14 shows execution times of the de-
sign space exploration for the ACO algorithm over
30 runs. It can be derived from this figure that, the
result for A to D input models are pretty consistent,
while it greatly varies for the largest input model, E.
Execution times for A to D models are 1.26, 1.51, 2.44,
and 7.80 seconds respectively, while input model E
needs 43.12 seconds to be solved. The first termina-
tion condition (convergence) is chosen for the ACO
algorithm, as mentioned before.

5.4 Comparing With the Related Works

In this section, the results of the proposed approaches
are compared with other related works. Table 4 com-
pares the results of provided approaches in this re-
search with other available approaches that used GA,
Simulated annealing, and ATL transformations for
solving the CRA problem in the MDE community.
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Table 4. Comparing the Proposed Approaches With the Related Work.

Output from A B C D E Average

C
R

A
-I

nd
ex

Proposed
approaches

PSO 3.0 1.15
-

10.40
-65.45 -174.40 -49.22

ACO
-

0.652
-

1.053
-

0.451
0.015 0.041 -0.42

GA and ATL [17] 2.5 2.33 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.966

UML-RSDS [18] 1.66 3.41 1.89 -6.34 -11.04 -2.08

Java and ATL [20] 3.0 2.33 -6.25 -45.06 -143.24 -37.84

MDE
Optimiser

I [21] 2.33 1.67 1.40 -6.023 invalid -

II
[21]

1.99 1.46 2.36 6.07 invalid -

Henshin and GA [25] 3.0 3.0 1.17 1.35 1.86 2.07

Ex
ec

ut
io

n
Ti

m
e

(s
)

Proposed
approaches

PSO 44 409.09519.50 515.5 536.5 404.91

ACO 1.26 1.51 2.49 7.80 43.12 11.23

GA and ATL [17] 3.1 1.31 1.18 1.29 1.5 1.67

UML-RSDS [18] 16.6 0.29 33.58 115.7 571.919 147.62

Java and ATL [20] 19.59 20.74 20.72 23.86 35.02 23.99

MDE
Optimiser

I [21] 0.55 0.89 2.45 7.42 invalid -

II
[21]

4.18 8.45 20.58 98.24 invalid -

Henshin and GA [25] 3.38 3.94 4.57 8.9 24.95 9.15

We ran all approaches on a system with 32 Gigabyte
of RAM and recorded the related results.

In our previous work [17], we used the Genetic
algorithm to solve the CRA problem. As can be seen
for small models (like A), the PSO algorithm reached
the optimal solution rather than GA; and for large
models (i.e., D and E) ACO algorithm reached better
CRA-Index than GA.

Lano [18] presented his solution in the UML-RSDS
tool, which uses GA for producing optimal models.
Although there are not many codes in this solution,
and it has a high level of abstraction, the average
CRA-Index is less than GA [17] and ACO solutions
in this research.

Johnsen [20] combines Java code and ATL trans-
formations to implement the simulated annealing
algorithm. The average of the generated results for
CRA-Index in this approach is also less than GA and
ACO results.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, two MDE processes using PSO and
ACO algorithms were introduced to provide optimal
solutions for the CRA problem. The provided solu-
tions in this research increase the level of abstraction

and finding an optimal output model in transfor-
mation specification with a large search space. The
solution is compared in terms of the CRA-Indexes
and execution time. The evaluation indicates that
the ACO solution produces better output models
than the PSO solution for large scale models. Fur-
thermore, the proposed approaches are compared
with other related works in the community, which
used GA, Simulated annealing, or ATL transforma-
tions for solving the CRA problem in terms of the
CRA-Indexes and execution time.

While the provided processes increase the level
of abstraction, they are reusable for similar SBSE
problems. The Class Modularization, EMF Refactor,
Stack Load Balancing, and Class Diagram Restruc-
turing are cases [27] that can be solved by reusing the
proposed solutions in this paper considering an ap-
propriate initial population transformation code and
fitness function of the solutions. Briefly, presented
solutions are based on both the MDE approach and
SBSE. In MDE, the model of a software application
is specified on a higher abstraction level than tra-
ditional programming languages. While the used
model is on a higher abstraction level, it is much
smaller compared to the same model expressed in
code. In other words, each element in the model rep-
resents multiple lines of code. Hence, more function-
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ality can be built at the same time. In the future, the
provided algorithms are applied to more optimiza-
tion cases and compared by considering more eval-
uation criteria. Additionally, a unified meta-model
will be introduced to abstract common features of
the optimization problems.
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A Details of Our Solution

A.1 PSO Algorithm Transformation Rules

Listing 5: randomPop Transformation Rules.
-- @atlcompiler emftvm

module class2particle;

create OUT: particleCRA from IN: architectureCRA ;

helper def : id : Integer = 0;

helper def : fSize : Integer = architectureCRA!Feature.

allInstances().size() ;

helper def : testRand(i : Integer) : Integer =

let rnd : "#native"!"java::util::Random" = "#native"!"

java::util::Random".newInstance() in rnd.nextInt

(i) + 1;

rule att2att{

from

attr : architectureCRA!Attribute

to

parA : particleCRA!Attribute(

name <- attr.name,

classname <- ’class’ + thisModule.testRand(

thisModule.fSize).toString()

)

do{

thisModule.id <- thisModule.id + 1;

parA.id <- thisModule.id;

}

}

rule method2method{

from

cm : architectureCRA!Method

to

parM : particleCRA!Method(

name <- cm.name,

functionalDependency <- cm.functionalDependency,

dataDependency <- cm.dataDependency,

classname <- ’class’ + thisModule.testRand(

thisModule.fSize).toString()

)

do{

thisModule.id <- thisModule.id + 1;

parM.id <- thisModule.id;

}

}

Listing 6: Concatenating Two Vectors.
-- @atlcompiler emftvm

module UpdateVector;

create OUT : velocityVector from IN1 : velocityVector,

IN2 : velocityVector;

rule CopyVector1{

from

ps1: velocityVector!Vector in IN1

to

ou: velocityVector!Vector in OUT(

has <- ps1.has

)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/3270112.3270130
http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/smr.1804
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}

rule CopySourcePoint1{

from

ps1: velocityVector!Point in IN1

to

ou : velocityVector!Point in OUT(

X <- ps1.X,

Y <- ps1.Y

)

}

rule CopyVector2{

from

ps2: velocityVector!Vector in IN2

to

ou2: velocityVector!Vector in OUT(

has <- ps2.has

)

}

rule CopySourcePoint2{

from

ps2: velocityVector!Point in IN2

to

ou2 : velocityVector!Point in OUT(

X <- ps2.X,

Y <- ps2.Y

)

}

Listing 7: Updating Particle Position.
-- @atlcompiler emftvm

module UpdateParticle;

create OUT : particleCRA from IN1 : particleCRA, IN2 :

velocityVector;

helper context particleCRA!Feature def : getid() :

Integer = self.id;

helper context particleCRA!Feature def : getClassname()

: String = self.classname;

helper context particleCRA!Feature def : newClassname()

: String =

if velocityVector!Point.allInstances()->exists(c |

self.getid() = c.X)

then

’class’ + velocityVector!Point.allInstances()->

select(c | self.getid() = c.X)->last().Y.

toString()

else

self.getClassname()

endif;

rule ExchangeAtt{

from

att : particleCRA!Attribute in IN1

to

ou : particleCRA!Attribute in OUT(

name<-att.name,

id <- att.id,

classname <-att.newClassname()

)

}

rule ExchangeMethod{

from

me : particleCRA!Method in IN1

to

ou : particleCRA!Method in OUT (

name<-me.name,

id <- me.id,

classname <- me.newClassname(),

dataDependency <- me.dataDependency,

functionalDependency <- me.functionalDependency

)

}

A.2 ACO Algorithm Transformation Rules

Listing 8: CompleteClassModel Transformation Rules.
-- @atlcompiler emftvm

module CompleteClassModel;

create OUT : architectureCRA1 from IN : architectureCRA;

helper def : id : Integer = 0;

rule att2att{

from

ft : architectureCRA!Attribute

to

ft1 : architectureCRA1!Attribute(

name <- ft.name

),

class : architectureCRA1!Class

do{

thisModule.id <- thisModule.id + 1;

class.name <- ’class’ + thisModule.id.toString();

}

}

rule method2method{

from

cm : architectureCRA!Method

to

cm1 : architectureCRA1!Method(

name <- cm.name,

functionalDependency <- cm.functionalDependency,

dataDependency <- cm.dataDependency

),

class : architectureCRA1!Class

do{

thisModule.id <- thisModule.id + 1;

class.name <- ’class’ + thisModule.id.toString();

}

}

Listing 9: SearchSpace Transformation Rules.
-- @atlcompiler emftvm

module searchSpace;

create OUT: pathCRA from IN: architectureCRA ;

helper def : id : Integer = 0;

rule att2att{

from

ft : architectureCRA!Attribute , class:
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architectureCRA!Class

to

State : pathCRA!Attribute(

name <- ft.name,

classname <- class.name

)

do{

thisModule.id <- thisModule.id + 1;

State.id <- thisModule.id;

}

}

rule method2method{

from

cm : architectureCRA!Method , class: architectureCRA

!Class

to

State : pathCRA!Method(

name <- cm.name,

classname <- class.name

)

do{

thisModule.id <- thisModule.id + 1;

State.id <- thisModule.id;

}

}

Listing 10: createApath Transformation Rules.
-- @atlcompiler emftvm

module createApath;

create OUT: pathCRA from IN: architectureCRA ;

helper def : id : Integer = 0;

helper def : fSize : Integer = architectureCRA!Feature.

allInstances().size() ;

helper def : testRand(i : Integer) : Integer =

let rnd : "#native"!"java::util::Random" = "#native"!"

java::util::Random".newInstance() in rnd.nextInt

(i) + 1;

rule att2att{

from

ft : architectureCRA!Attribute

to

ch : pathCRA!Attribute(

name <- ft.name,

classname <- ’class’ + thisModule.testRand(

thisModule.fSize).toString()

)

do{

thisModule.id <- thisModule.id + 1;

ch.id <- thisModule.id;

}

}

rule method2method{

from

cm : architectureCRA!Method

to

ch : pathCRA!Method(

name <- cm.name,

functionalDependency <- cm.functionalDependency,

dataDependency <- cm.dataDependency,

classname <- ’class’ + thisModule.testRand(

thisModule.fSize).toString()

)

do{

thisModule.id <- thisModule.id + 1;

ch.id <- thisModule.id;

}

}

Listing 11: updateSearchSpace Transformation Rules.
-- @atlcompiler emftvm

module updateSearchSpace;

create OUT: pathCRA from IN1: pathCRA , IN2: pathCRA;

-- IN1 is searchSpace, IN2 is the Path, OUT is the

updated searchSpace

rule updateAttr{

from

ft1 : pathCRA!Attribute in IN1 , ft2 : pathCRA!

Attribute in IN2

(ft1.name=ft2.name and ft1.classname=ft2.classname)

to

State : pathCRA!Attribute(

name <- ft2.name,

classname <- ft2.classname,

id <- ft2.id,

tau <- ft2.tau, -- tau will be updated

eta <- ft2.eta, -- eta will be updated

NumeratorP <- ft2.NumeratorP

)

}

rule updateMethod{

from

cm1 : pathCRA!Method in IN1 , cm2 : pathCRA!Method in

IN2

(cm1.name=cm2.name and cm1.classname=cm2.classname)

to

State : pathCRA!Method(

name <- cm2.name,

classname <- cm2.classname,

id <- cm2.id,

tau <- cm2.tau, -- tau will be updated

eta <- cm2.eta, -- eta will be updated

NumeratorP <- cm2.NumeratorP

)

}

rule att2att{

from

ft1 : pathCRA!Attribute in IN1 , ft2 : pathCRA!

Attribute in IN2

(ft1.name=ft2.name and ft1.classname<>ft2.classname

)

to

State : pathCRA!Attribute(

name <- ft1.name,

classname <- ft1.classname,

id <- ft1.id,

tau <- ft1.tau,

eta <- ft1.eta,

NumeratorP <- ft1.NumeratorP

)

}
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rule method2method{

from

cm1 : pathCRA!Method in IN1 , cm2 : pathCRA!Method in

IN2

(cm1.name=cm2.name and cm1.classname<>cm2.

classname)

to

State : pathCRA!Method(

name <- cm1.name,

classname <- cm1.classname,

id <- cm1.id,

tau <- cm1.tau,

eta <- cm1.eta,

NumeratorP <- cm1.NumeratorP

)

}

Listing 12: createRoletteWheel Transformation Rules.
-- @atlcompiler emftvm

module createRoleteWheel;

create OUT: RoleteWheel from IN1: pathCRA1 , IN2:

pathCRA2;

-- IN1 is a random path, IN2 is the searchSpace

helper def : createwheel(numerators: Sequence(Real), d:

Real) : Sequence(Real) =

numerators->iterate(e; p: Sequence(Real) = Sequence{}

| p->append(e/d) );

helper def : getResources(f: pathCRA1!Feature) :

Sequence(pathCRA2!Feature) =

let a: Sequence(pathCRA2!Feature) = pathCRA2!Feature.

allInstances()->select(e | e.name = f.name) in

a->excluding(a->last());

helper def : shift(numerators: Sequence(Real)) :

Sequence(Real) =

let min : Real = numerators->iterate(e; min: Real =

1000 | e.min(min) ) in

if (min < 0 ) then

numerators->iterate(e; shift : Sequence(Real) =

Sequence{} | shift->append( e + min.abs() ) )

else

numerators

endif;

helper def : getNumerators(f: Sequence(pathCRA2!Feature

)) : Sequence(Real) =

let numerators: Sequence(Real) = f->iterate(e; nums:

Sequence(Real) = Sequence{} | nums->append(e.

NumeratorP) ) in

thisModule.shift(numerators);

helper def : SumOfNumerators(res : Sequence(pathCRA2!

Feature) ) : Real =

thisModule.getNumerators(res)->iterate(e; sum : Real

= 0.0 | sum + e);

rule createRoleteWheel{

from

ft: pathCRA1!Feature in IN1

using {

res : Sequence(pathCRA2!Feature) = thisModule.

getResources(ft);

denominator : Real = thisModule.SumOfNumerators(

res);

}

to

ch: RoleteWheel!Root(

name <- ft.name,

features <- res,

wheel <- thisModule.createwheel(thisModule.

getNumerators(res), denominator),

DenominatorP <- denominator

)

}

rule attr2attr{

from

ft : pathCRA2!Attribute in IN2

to

r : RoleteWheel!Attribute(

name <- ft.name,

id <- ft.id,

classname <- ft.classname,

tau <- ft.tau,

eta <- ft.eta,

NumeratorP <- ft.NumeratorP

)

}

rule method2method{

from

ft : pathCRA2!Method in IN2

to

r : RoleteWheel!Method(

name <- ft.name,

id <- ft.id,

classname <- ft.classname,

tau <- ft.tau,

eta <- ft.eta,

NumeratorP <- ft.NumeratorP

)

}

Listing 13: runAnts Transformation Rules.
-- @atlcompiler emftvm

module runAnts;

create OUT: pathCRA from IN: RoleteWheel, IN1: pathCRA1;

-- IN1 is popModel,

-- OUT is a random path

helper def : rangeMax( c: Sequence(Real) ) : Real = c.at(

c.size());

helper def : createdRanNum( i : Real ) : Real =

let rnd : "#native"!"java::util::Random" = "#native"!"

java::util::Random".newInstance() in

i*rnd.nextDouble();

helper def : RoleteWhileSelection( c: Sequence(Real) ) :

Integer =

let max : Real = c->iterate(e; max: Real = c->first() |

e.max(max) ) in

c->indexOf( max );
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rule selectAPath{

from

f : pathCRA1!Attribute

using {

root : RoleteWheel!Root = RoleteWheel!Root.

allInstances()->select(r | r.name = f.name)->

first();

index : Integer = thisModule.RoleteWhileSelection(

root.wheel);

ft: RoleteWheel!Feature = root.features.at(index);

}

to

ch: pathCRA!Attribute( -- The RoleteWhileSelection

should be called only once! for each root

name <- ft.name,

id <- ft.id,

classname <- ft.classname,

tau <- ft.tau,

eta <- ft.eta,

NumeratorP <- ft.NumeratorP

)

}

rule selectAPath2{

from

cm : pathCRA1!Method

using {

root : RoleteWheel!Root = RoleteWheel!Root.

allInstances()->select(r | r.name = cm.name)

->first();

index : Integer = thisModule.RoleteWhileSelection(

root.wheel) ;

ft: RoleteWheel!Feature = root.features.at(index);

}

to

ch: pathCRA!Method(

name <- ft.name,

id <- ft.id,

classname <- ft.classname,

tau <- ft.tau,

eta <- ft.eta,

NumeratorP <- ft.NumeratorP,

functionalDependency <- cm.functionalDependency,

dataDependency <- cm.dataDependency

)

}
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